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Our focus: methods to understand transcription regulatory networks. 
 

The main players are Transcription Factors (TFs) that regulate the 
expression of 100-1000 of genes when necessary. 

 



Some of the most common regulatory motifs involving TFs: 
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Recently new players were discovered (Noble prize 2006): 
microRNA 
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•  miRNAs target thousands of  genes; 

•  Disabling miRNA function (knock-out) in whole animal 
models in laboratory conditions has very little effect; 

•  The effects of  miRNAs are mostly seen during cell 
differentiation and development; 

•  It has been suggested that microRNAs may be necessary to 
fine-tune gene regulation thus providing robustness against 
perturbations. 

 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/multimedia/
rnai/animation/index.html 

Key facts on microRNA 



 
                
                
 
 
 

 
Strategy: 

Experimental construction and modelling of  different 
regulatory motifs: 

a simple system with a PFL (without miRNA): bistability 
a more complex one with a PFL and a NFL (with miRNA):?  

 

[Li Y, Li Y, Zhang H, Chen Y (2011) MicroRNA-Mediated Positive Feedback Loop and Optimized Bistable Switch in a Cancer Network 
Involving miR-17-92. PLoS ONE] 

With miRNAs reality became a bit more complex: 
What is the role of  miRNA in gene regulation? 



4X223Tag 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

4X223Tag 

Schematics of  the Positive Feedback Loop expression system 

B. Switch On. Auto-activation of PFL (d2EYFP) 

C. Switch Off. Doxycicline inhibits the binding if tTA to the responsive promoter.  

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

4X223Tag 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

DOXY 



   Modeling of  the PFL: 

Velia Siciliano, Filippo Menolascina et al – PLOS Comp. Bio. 2011 

Doxycycline 
WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

CHO  PFL clones 

tTA mRNA 

Unfolded d2EYFP  

Folded d2EYFP 

tTA protein 

The dynamical model: 



 As a control, we will use a network without the positive feedback: 

Velia Siciliano, Filippo Menolascina et al – PLOS Comp. Bio. 2011 

Even if  it does not look so, this is a 
linear model 



Bifurcation diagram of a PFL:  it is a bistable system. 
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Experiments: 
 

To produce dynamically rich inputs we need microfludics   
 

 

 

Thanks to Jeff  Hasty Lab @ UCSD 



 Fitting the model to the experiments: 

Velia Siciliano, Filippo Menolascina et al – PLOS Comp. Bio. 2011 



What happens if we add the microRNA? (PNFL):   
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This kind of  regulation (a TF controlling itself  and a microRNA against 
itself) is found over and over in endogeneous transcriptional networks. 

Why? 

 



4X223Tag 

CMVTET miR223 

SD SA 

mcherry WPRE 

CMVTET miR223 

SD SA 

mcherry WPRE 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

4X223Tag 

Schematics of  the PNFL motif: 

B. Switch On. (tTA  ON and miR223 ON) 
  

C. Switch Off. (tTA  and miR223 OFF) 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

4X223Tag 

CMVTET miR223 

SD SA 

mcherry WPRE 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

DOXY 



Doxycycline 

 
Modelling of  the Positive Negative Feedback Loop - PNFL 

CMVTET miR223 
SD SA 

mcherry WPRE 

WPRE CMVTET IRES tTA d2EYFP 

CHO PNFL clones 

When lambda = 0  PNFL=PFL 

effect of miR223 
on tTA mRNA  

tTA mRNA 

Unfolded d2EYFP  

Folded d2EYFP 

tTA protein 

Unfolded Mcherry 

Folded Mcherry  

Inactive miR223 

active miR223 
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Extrinsic noise : cell-to-cell variation 
in cell morphology, volume, size and  

expression capacity in clonal cells. 
 

Hypothesys: miRNA reduces “noise” 
thus preventing “stochastic” 

switching. 

Variability in the numbers of  mRNAs in an isogenic mammalian 
cell population. (Image courtesy of  Arjun Raj.) 

Variability in protein expression in an isogenic E 
coli cell population . (Image courtesy of  M 

Elowitz.) 

microRNAs are able to buffer cell-to-cell variability:   



The “stochastic switching” hypothesis: 

The basin of  attraction of  the 
OFF state is smaller than the 
basin of  attraction of  the ON 
state. Cells in the OFF state due 
to biological noise can “jump” 
into the basin of  attraction of  
the ON state.  



The Coefficient of Variation as a relative measure of variability 
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Large noise (CV large) 

Small noise (CV small) 



Stochastic modeling:  
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-1<<k<0 

0<k<<1 



Conclusions: 

•  Synthetic Biology in mammalian cells is essential to 
identify the dynamical properties of endogeneous 
regulatory circuits. 

•  Deterministic dynamical models are helpful but… 
…stochasticity must be taken into account to properly 
model the behaviour of biological systems. 

•  A PFL confers bistability but the miRNA is needed 
for this phenotype to be robust. 
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